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Featuring seven hundred entries on more than 170
subjects, this comprehensive guide to collectables
on both sides of the Atlantic combs the museums
and private collections of Europe and the U.S. for
stunning images.
When John McDonnell began his coaching career at
the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville--choosing
it over Norman, Oklahoma, because Fayetteville
reminded him of his native Ireland--he could hardly
have imagined that he would become the most
successful coach in the history of American
collegiate athletics. But, in thirty-six years at the
university, he amassed a staggering resume of
accomplishments, including forty national
championships (eleven cross country, nineteen
indoor track, and ten outdoor track), the most by any
coach in any sport in NCAA history. His teams at
Arkansas won the triple crown (a championship in
cross country, indoor track, and outdoor track in a
single school year) a record five times. This
biography tells the story of the McDonnell's life and
legacy, from his childhood growing up on a farm in
1940s County Mayo, Ireland, to his own running
career, to the beginnings of his life as a coach, to all
the great athletes he mentored along the way.
A violent attacker is on the loose. His calling card: a
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tattoo on his victims' skin. With no witnesses and no
evidence left at the crime scenes, it will take all of
the National Crime Agency's resources to track him
down. At the head of the investigation, codenamed
Operation Juniper, Senior Investigator Joanne Stuart
knows that the clock is ticking. The time between
abductions is decreasing and the perpetrator grows
ever more brazen. She fears it won't be long before
his assaults turn deadly. As the hunt closes in, Jo's
already troubled personal life is put under further
pressure. With danger closer than she thinks, just
how far will Jo go to solve the case--and at what
cost?
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "An ode to excellence. An
inspiring read for every American." —Robert M. Gates An
extraordinary journey behind the scenes of Arlington National
Cemetery, Senator Tom Cotton’s Sacred Duty offers an
intimate and inspiring portrait of “The Old Guard,” the
revered U.S. Army unit whose mission is to honor our
country’s fallen heroes on the most hallowed ground in
America. Cotton was a platoon leader with the storied 3rd
U.S. Infantry Regiment—The Old Guard—between combat
tours in Iraq and Afghanistan. At the height of the Iraq Surge,
he carried the flag-draped remains of his fallen comrades off
of airplanes at Dover Air Force Base, and he laid them to rest
in Arlington’s famed Section 60, “the saddest acre in
America.” He also performed hundreds of funerals for
veterans of the Greatest Generation, as well as the Korean
and Vietnam Wars. The Old Guard has embodied the ideals
of honor and sacrifice across our nation’s history. America’s
oldest active-duty regiment, dating back to 1784, The Old
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Guard conducts daily military-honor funerals on the 624
rolling acres of Arlington, where generations of American
heroes rest. Its soldiers hold themselves to the standard of
perfection in sweltering heat, frigid cold, and driving rain.
Every funeral is a no-fail, zero-defect mission, whether
honoring a legendary general or a humble private. In
researching and writing the book, Cotton returned to Arlington
and shadowed the regiment’s soldiers, from daily funerals to
the state funeral of President George H. W. Bush to the Tomb
of the Unknown Soldier, reliving the honor—and the
challenges—of duty at the nation’s “most sacred shrine.” Part
history of The Old Guard, part memoir of Cotton’s time at
Arlington, part intimate profile of the today’s soldiers, Sacred
Duty is an unforgettable testament to the timeless power of
service and sacrifice to our nation.
Whitney Ainsworth has had a very tough year. First up was
the very public divorce from an A-list actress, and then the
third book in her popular suspense series bombed. She’s got
a chronic case of writer’s block and feels like a fraud getting
paid to give speeches about achieving success. After a
particularly disastrous event, Whitney’s manager suggests a
romantic distraction might be in order. Gabriela Talbot never
expected to hear back when she requested an interview with
her favorite author—certainly not after the scathing review
she’d given Whitney’s latest book. She’s thrilled when the
opportunity arises. What happens next isn’t what either
expected, and although passions flare, Whitney is furious
when she learns she’s slept with the enemy. Their already
rocky road to friendship—or something more—is complicated
by family, Hollywood’s expectations, and an ex-wife who’s
set to star in the film adaptation of Whitney’s first book. Will
they find their way to love or will insecurities and outsiders
prove too much to overcome?
Best Easy Day Hikes Capitol Reef National Park features the
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best easy day hikes throughout the park. With detailed maps
and trail descriptions, navigating these wonderful trails is
made easy. It’s the perfect tool for day hikers, families, and
local outdoors people looking to explore Capitol Reef National
Park in an easy day hike. In addition to information on the
trails themselves, this guide includes GPS coordinates as well
as a section on regional attractions, lodging and dining, and
other noteworthy public lands well-suited for outdoor
adventure. It is also filled with useful information on the
area’s history, geology, fauna, flora, and park amenities such
as shuttle service, developed picnic areas, camping, general
store, and visitor centers. Look inside to find: Hikes suited to
every ability Mile-by-mile directional cues Difficulty ratings,
trail contacts, fees/permits, and best hiking seasons
Invaluable trip-planning information, including local lodging
and campgrounds GPS coordinates

Publisher Description
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
"Containing the public messages, speeches, and
statements of the President", 1956-1992
"A blind tattoo artist named Joint has his reclusive lifestyle
turned on end when a woman of flawless beauty comes to
him with a problem. Alexandra believes that, through error,
she has been born into the wrong body. She also believes
that Joint has the power to make her invisible. Strange, dark
and comic, Tattoo Joint explores the nature of art and beauty
and its effects on the unsuspecting artist. Tattoo Joint was
first presented at the Canadian Stage Theatre on Berkeley
Street under the title In Proper Measure."--BOOK JACKET.
Cyclists Zoe and Kate are friends and athletic rivals for
Olympic gold, while Kate and her husband Jack, also a worldclass cyclist, must contend with the recurrence of their young
daughter's leukemia.
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